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My Testimony for Galina Kurdina
Dear Judge,
Project MKUltra is the code name of a U.S. government human research operation experimenting in the
behavioral engineering of humans through the CIA's Scientific Intelligence Division. The CIA project was
coordinated with the Special Operations Division of the Army's Chemical Corps. The program engaged in many
illegal activities; in particular it used unwitting U.S. and Canadian citizens as its test subjects. MKUltra used
numerous methodologies to manipulate people's mental states and alter brain functions, including the
surreptitious administration of drugs (especially LSD) and other chemicals, hypnosis, sensory deprivation,
isolation, verbal and sexual abuse, as well as various forms of torture.
The program began in the early 1950s, and officially halted in 1973. But according to many victims' experiences,
and interview with CIA former agents Mark Philips and Dr. Robert Duncan, the experimentation was "moved
from one agency to another", and continued "under new name and new budget." Nowadays many
governments are doing MKUltra-like experimentation covertly, including Canada, USA, China, Russia, Japan,
India, UK, Germany, etc. And all countries are co-operating. The experimentation became more secret than
before and left no traceable evidence for victims to present in court.
Government secret agency chose us as test subjects without our knowledge and consent.
I have read the testimony of Galina Kurdina and known her for more than three years and I determined that
Galina Kurdina is a MKUltra-like experimentation victim, same as me and many others. Victims are mostly
implanted secretly. It is not possible to detect implants in hospitals as secret agents can control equipments. In
a formal letter from Professor Michael Persinger in Laurentian University in Sudbury, he stated cognition (the
“mind”) can be controlled by external energies, such as electromagnetic fields, "Both theory and multiple
experiments, starting with Frey’s original work during the 1960s and continuing with our research, indicate that
complex thought experiences can be induced and modified by applied, appropriately pulsed magnetic fields
generated by MHz to GHz range carriers."
Test subjects are tortured and tormented mentally and physically everyday by electromagnetic energies. Our
experiences include: depression/ cramping, numbness in head/ extreme fatigue/ head pain, dizziness /dream
manipulation and sleep deprivation / piercing pain in muscle /muscle cramp /electric shock feeling/ fail to
concentrate / memory interruption and disappearing / stutter speaking /sudden emotion change / forced
speaking / forced limb motion / vision blur / burning skin, sometimes with cuts /dark face, thin hair /
diarrhea/abnormal heart beat/ hearing voices (voice to skull technologies). Under the attack of
electromagnetic energies, most test subjects lost the capabilities to work. And psychiatrists labeled us as
mentally ill. That is not right.
From 2008 on, I had a lot of above mentioned experiences. From late 2009 I heard voices every day. The voices
could not be from myself. They include female and male voices, speaking both English and Chinese languages,
talking about something I did not know.
I swear what I wrote here is terribly truth.
Cheng, Qijia

